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All the Lonely People - Mike Gayle 

"If you loved A Man Called Ove, then prepare to be delighted as Jamaican immigrant Hubert rediscovers 

the world he'd turned his back on this "warm, funny" novel (Good Housekeeping). In weekly phone calls 

to his daughter in Australia, widower Hubert Bird paints a picture of the perfect retirement, packed with 

fun, friendship, and fulfillment. But it's a lie. In reality, Hubert's days are all the same, dragging on without 

him seeing a single soul. Until he receives some good news--good news that in one way turns out to be 

the worst news ever, news that will force him out again, into a world he has long since turned his back on. 

The news that his daughter is coming for a visit. Now Hubert faces a seemingly impossible task: to make 

his real life resemble his fake life before the truth comes out. Along the way Hubert stumbles across a 

second chance at love, renews a cherished friendship, and finds himself roped into an audacious community scheme that 

seeks to end loneliness once and for all . . . Life is certainly beginning to happen to Hubert Bird. But with the origin of his 

earlier isolation always lurking in the shadows, will he ever get to live the life he's pretended to have for so long?" 

Apples Never Fall - Liane Moriarty 

"If your mother was missing, would you tell the police? Even if the most obvious suspect was your father? 

This is the dilemma facing the four grown Delaney siblings. A novel that looks at marriage, sibling rivalry, 

and the lies we tell others and ourselves."-- Provided by publisher. 

 

 

 

Battle Royal - Lucy Parker 

"Four years ago, Sylvie Fairchild charmed the world as a contestant on the hit baking show, Operation 

Cake. Her ingenious, colorful creations captivated viewers and intrigued all but one of the judges, 

Dominic De Vere, the hottest pastry chef in London. When her glittery unicorn cake went spectacularly 

sideways, Dominic was quick to vote her off the show. Since then, Sylvie has managed to use her fame 

to help fulfill her dream of opening a bakery, Sugar Fair. The toast of Instagram, Sugar Fair has captured 

the attention of the Operation Cake producers...and a princess. Dominic is His Majesty the King's favorite 

baker, the go-to for sweet-toothed A-List celebrities, and a veritable British institution. He's brilliant, 

talented, hard-working. And an icy, starchy grouch. Learning that the irksome Sylvie will be joining him on 

the Operation Cake judging panel is enough to make the famously dour baker even more grim. Her fantastical baking is 

only slightly more troublesome than the fact that he can't stop thinking about her pink-streaked hair and irrepressible 

dimple. When Dominic and Sylvie learn they will be fighting for the once in a lifetime opportunity to bake a cake for the 

upcoming wedding of Princess Rose, the flour begins to fly as they're both determined to come out on top. The bride 

adores Sylvie's quirky style. The palace wants Dominic's classic perfection. In this royal battle, can there be room for 

two?" 

Beautiful World, Where Are You - Sally Rooney 

"Beautiful World, Where Are You is a new novel by Sally Rooney, the bestselling author of Normal 

People and Conversations with Friends. Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse, and 

asks him if he'd like to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her best friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-

up, and slips back into flirting with Simon, a man she has known since childhood. Alice, Felix, Eileen, and 

Simon are still young--but life is catching up with them. They desire each other, they delude each other, 

they get together, they break apart. They have sex, they worry about sex, they worry about their 

friendships and the world they live in. Are they standing in the last lighted room before the darkness, 

bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe in a beautiful world?" 

 

 

 

 



The Beginning - Beverly Lewis 

"Susie Mast's Amish life in Lancaster County has been shaped by events beyond her control, with the 

tragic deaths of her Dat and close-in-age brother casting long shadows. Now twenty-two, Susie remains 

unmarried despite her longtime affection for friend Obie Yoder. Unfortunately, her concerns are soon 

multiplied due to her mother's worsening health and her younger sister's urgent desire for answers about 

her adoption. Once again, Susie faces the possibility of loss. Will long-held family secrets and missed 

opportunities dim Susie's hopes for the future? Or is what seems like the end only the beginning?" 

 

Bombshell - Sarah MacLean  

"After years of living as London's brightest scandal, Lady Sesily Talbot has embraced the reputation and 

the freedom that comes with the title. No one looks twice when she lures a gentleman into the dark 

gardens beyond a Mayfair ballroom...and no one realizes those trysts are not what they seem. No one, 

that is, but Caleb Calhoun, who has spent years trying not to notice his best friend's beautiful, brash, 

brilliant sister. If you ask him, he's been a saint about it, considering the way she looks at him...and the 

way she talks to him...and the way she'd felt in his arms during their one ill-advised kiss. Except 

someone has to keep Sesily from tumbling into trouble during her dangerous late-night escapades, and 

maybe close proximity is exactly what Caleb needs to get this infuriating, outrageous woman out of his 

system. But now Caleb is the one in trouble, because he's fast realizing that Sesily isn't for forgetting...she's forever. And 

forever isn't something he can risk." 

The Bookseller's Secret - Michelle Gable 

"In 1942, London. Nancy Mitford jumps at the chance to manage the Heywood Hill bookshop while the 

owner is away at war. When a mysterious French officer insists that she has a story to tell, Nancy must 

decide if picking up the pen again and revealing all is worth the price she might be forced to pay. Eighty 

years later, Heywood Hill is abuzz with the hunt for a lost wartime manuscript written by Nancy Mitford. 

For one woman desperately in need of a change, the search will reveal not only a new side to Nancy, but 

an even more surprising link between the past and present." -- Provided by publisher. 

 

Enemy at the Gates - Vince Flynn 

"Mitch Rapp has worked for a number of presidents over his career, but Anthony Cook is unlike any he's 

encountered before. Cunning and autocratic, he feels no loyalty to America's institutions and is distrustful 

of the influence Rapp and CIA director Irene Kennedy have in Washington. Meanwhile, when Kennedy 

discovers evidence of a mole scouring the Agency’s database for sensitive information on Nicholas Ward, 

the world’s first trillionaire, she convinces Rapp to take a job protecting him. In doing so, he finds himself 

walking an impossible tightrope: Keep the man alive, but also use him as bait to uncover a traitor who 

has seemingly unlimited access to government secrets." 

 

Forgotten in Death - J.D. Robb 

"In the latest novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series, homicide detective Eve Dallas sifts 

through the wreckage of the past to find a killer. The body was left in a dumpster like so much trash, the 

victim a woman of no fixed address, known for offering paper flowers in return for spare change-and for 

keeping the cops informed of any infractions she witnessed on the street. But the notebook where she 

scribbled her intel on litterers and other such offenders is nowhere to be found. Then Eve is summoned 

away to a nearby building site to view more remains-in this case decades old, adorned with gold jewelry 

and fine clothing-unearthed by recent construction work. She isn't happy when she realizes that the 

scene of the crime belongs to her husband, Roarke--not that it should surprise her, since the Irish 

billionaire owns a good chunk of New York. Now Eve must enter a complex world of real estate development, family 

history, shady deals, and shocking secrets to find justice for two women whose lives were thrown away."-- Provided by 

publisher. 

 



The Heart Principle - Helen Hoang 

"A woman struggling with burnout learns to embrace the unexpected-and the man she enlists to help her-

in this sizzling new romance by USA Today bestselling author Helen Hoang. When violinist Anna Sun 

accidentally achieves career success with a viral YouTube video, she finds herself incapacitated and 

burned out from her attempts to be perfect in other people's eyes. If Anna ever wants to move forward, 

she has to learn to listen to her own heart, but that's not easy when her greatest fear has always been 

disappointing others. Her solution is to create a low-stress environment, with no expectations to fulfill, 

where she can experiment with being herself and going after what she wants. Translation: Anna is going 

to embark on a string of one-night stands. The more unacceptable the men, the better. That's where 

tattooed, motorcycle-riding Quan Diep comes in, but nothing goes according to plan. Their first attempt at a one-night 

stand fails, as does their second, and their third, until it starts to feel like a real relationship. But when her traditional-

minded family disapproves of the relationship and the person she's slowly discovering herself to be, Anna must choose 

between meeting expectations and finding happiness in who she really is."-- Provided by publisher. 

Hemlock - Susan Wittig Albert 

"From Susan Wittig Albert, the New York Times bestselling author of A Plain Vanilla Murder, comes a 

tightly crafted novel that juxtaposes the disappearance of a rare, remarkably illustrated 18th-century 

herbal with the true and all-too-human story of its gifted creator, Elizabeth Blackwell. Herbalist China 

Bayles' latest adventure takes her to the mountains of North Carolina, where her friend Dorothea Harper 

serves as the director and curator of the Hemlock House Library, a priceless collection of rare gardening 

books housed in a haunted mountainside mansion that once belonged to Sunny Carswell, a reclusive 

heiress. But the most valuable book -- A Curious Herbal, created by Elizabeth Blackwell in the 1730s -- is 

missing and Dorothea is under suspicion. China's search for the thief takes on a new urgency when she 

discovers Miss Carswell's bookseller, the victim of an attempted murder." 

High Stakes - Iris Johansen 

"Logan Tanner lives the exhilarating life of a professional gambler, taking risks with nerves of steel. From 

casinos in Macau to Monte Carlo to Milan, he's racked up a fortune and become a living legend. But all 

the glitz and glamor hide a dark and violent past as an extractor--a world that comes rushing back to him 

when the beautiful and innocent Lara Balkon enters his life. Soon Logan is drawn into the conflict 

between two Russian mafia bosses over Lara, whose life now hangs in the balance. Logan has been 

offered something more valuable to him than money--information he desperately needs--in exchange for 

getting Lara out of Russia and to safety. Once together, Tanner discovers that Lara is a force to be 

reckoned with in her own right. Tanner's search for the truth leads them to the bright lights of Las Vegas. 

Where the person who was hunting Lara now lies in wait for them. With the stakes climbing with each deadly 

confrontation, Logan and Lara are soon catapulted into a game against pure evil. The odds are stacked against them, but 

it's a game they know they must play...even if it may cost them their lives." 

The Inheritance of Orquídea Divina - Zoraida Córdova  

"Perfect for fans of Alice Hoffman, Isabel Allende, and Sarah Addison Allen, this is a gorgeously written 

novel about a family searching for the truth hidden in their past and the power they've inherited, from the 

author of the acclaimed and "giddily exciting" (The New York Times Book Review) Brooklyn Brujas series. 

The Montoyas are used to a life without explanations. They know better than to ask why the pantry never 

seems to run low or empty, or why their matriarch won't ever leave their home in Four Rivers--even for 

graduations, weddings, or baptisms. But when Orquídea Divina invites them to her funeral and to collect 

their inheritance, they hope to learn the secrets that she has held onto so tightly their whole lives. Instead, 

Orquídea is transformed, leaving them with more questions than answers. Seven years later, her gifts 

have manifested in different ways for Marimar, Rey, and Tatinelly's daughter, Rhiannon, granting them unexpected 

blessings. But soon, a hidden figure begins to tear through their family tree, picking them off one by one as it seeks to 

destroy Orquídea's line. Determined to save what's left of their family and uncover the truth behind their inheritance, the 

four descendants travel to Ecuador--to the place where Orquídea buried her secrets and broken promises and never 

looked back. Alternating between Orquídea's past and her descendants' present, The Inheritance of Orquídea Divina is an 

enchanting novel about what we knowingly and unknowingly inherit from our ancestors, the ties that bind, and reclaiming 

your power." 

 



The Last Chance Library - Freya Sampson 

"Lonely librarian June Jones has never left the sleepy English village where she grew up. Shy and 

reclusive, the thirty-year-old would rather spend her time buried in books than venture out into the world. 

But when her library is threatened with closure, June is forced to emerge from behind the shelves to save 

the heart of her community and the place that holds the dearest memories of her mother. Joining a band 

of eccentric yet dedicated locals in a campaign to keep the library, June opens herself up to other people 

for the first time since her mother died. It just so happens that her old school friend Alex Chen is back in 

town and willing to lend a helping hand. The kindhearted lawyer's feelings for her are obvious to everyone 

but June, who won't believe that anyone could ever care for her in that way. To save the place and the 

books that mean so much to her, June must finally make some changes to her life. For once, she's determined not to go 

down without a fight. And maybe, in fighting for her cherished library, June can save herself, too."-- Provided by publisher. 

The Love Songs of W.E.B. Du Bois - Honorée Fanonne Jeffers  

"To come to terms with who she is and what she wants, Ailey, the daughter of an accomplished doctor 

and a strict schoolteacher, embarks on a journey through her family's past, helping her embrace her full 

heritage, which is the story of the Black experience in itself. The great scholar, W. E. B. Du Bois, once 

wrote about what he called "Double Consciousness," a sensitivity that every African American possesses 

in order to survive. From an early age, Ailey fights a battle for belonging that's made all the more difficult 

by a hovering trauma. To come to terms with her own identity, Ailey embarks on a journey through her 

family's past. In doing so Ailey must learn to embrace her full heritage, a legacy of oppression and 

resistance, bondage and independence, cruelty and resilience that is the story - and the song - of 

America itself." 

The Madness of Crowds - Louise Penny 

"While the residents of the Quebec village of Three Pines take advantage of the deep snow to ski and 

toboggan, to drink hot chocolate in the bistro and share meals together, Chief Inspector Armand 

Gamache finds his holiday with his family interrupted by a simple request. He's asked to provide security 

for what promises to be a non-event. A visiting Professor of Statistics will be giving a lecture at the 

nearby university. While he is perplexed as to why the head of homicide for the Surete du Quebec would 

be assigned this task, it sounds easy enough. That is until Gamache starts looking into Professor Abigail 

Robinson and discovers an agenda so repulsive he begs the university to cancel the lecture. They 

refuse, citing academic freedom, and accuse Gamache of censorship and intellectual cowardice. Before 

long, Professor Robinson's views start seeping into conversations. Spreading and infecting. So that truth 

and fact, reality and delusion are so confused it's nearly impossible to tell them apart. Discussions become debates, 

debates become arguments. As sides are declared, a madness takes hold. Abigail Robinson promises that, if they follow 

her, ça va bien aller. All will be well. But not, Gamache and his team know, for everyone. When a murder is committed, it 

falls to Armand Gamache, his second-in-command Jean-Guy Beauvoir, and their team to investigate the crime as well as 

this extraordinary popular delusion. And the madness of crowds." 

Matrix - Lauren Groff 

"Cast out of the royal court by Eleanor of Aquitaine, deemed too coarse and rough-hewn for marriage or 

courtly life, seventeen-year-old Marie de France is sent to England to be the new prioress of an 

impoverished abbey, its nuns on the brink of starvation and beset by disease. At first taken aback by the 

severity of her new life, Marie finds focus and love in collective life with her singular and mercurial sisters. 

In this crucible, Marie steadily supplants her desire for family, for her homeland, for the passions of her 

youth with something new to her: devotion to her sisters, and a conviction in her own divine visions. 

Marie, born the last in a long line of women warriors and crusaders, is determined to chart a bold new 

course for the women she now leads and protects. But in a world that is shifting and corroding in 

frightening ways, one that can never reconcile itself with her existence, will the sheer force of Marie's vision be bulwark 

enough? Equally alive to the sacred and the profane, Matrix gathers currents of violence, sensuality, and religious ecstasy 

in a mesmerizing portrait of consuming passion, aberrant faith, and a woman that history moves both through and around. 

Lauren Groff's new novel, her first since Fates and Furies, is a defiant and timely exploration of the raw power of female 

creativity in a corrupted world." 

 

 



Mrs. March - Virginia Feito 

"George March's latest novel is a smash. No one could be prouder than his dutiful wife, Mrs. March, who 

revels in his accolades. A careful creature of routine and decorum, she lives a precariously controlled 

existence on the Upper East Side until one morning, when the shopkeeper of her favorite patisserie 

suggests that her husband's latest protagonist--a detestable character named Johanna--is based on Mrs. 

March herself. Clutching her ostrich leather pocketbook and mint-colored gloves, she flees the shop. 

What could have merited this humiliation? That one casual remark robs Mrs. March of the belief that she 

knew everything about her husband--and herself--thus sending her on an increasingly paranoid journey 

that begins within the pages of a book." 

Never Saw Me Coming - Vera Kurian 

"You should never trust a psychopath. But what if you had no choice? It would be easy to underestimate 

Chloe Sevre... She's a freshman honor student, a legging-wearing hot girl next door, who also happens to 

be a psychopath. She spends her time on yogalates, frat parties and plotting to kill Will Bachman, a 

childhood friend who grievously wronged her. Chloe is one of seven students at her DC-based college 

who are part of an unusual clinical study of psychopaths--students like herself who lack empathy and 

can't comprehend emotions like fear or guilt. The study, led by a renowned psychologist, requires them to 

wear smart watches that track their moods and movements. When one of the students in the study is 

found murdered in the psychology building, a dangerous game of cat and mouse begins, and Chloe goes 

from hunter to prey. As she races to identify the killer and put her own plan for revenge into action, she'll be forced to 

decide if she can trust any of her fellow psychopaths--and everybody knows you should never trust a psychopath." 

The Night She Disappeared - Lisa Jewell 

"From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Then She Was Gone and The Family Upstairs comes 

another riveting work of "gloriously twisted" (Marie Claire) psychological suspense. On a beautiful 

summer night in a charming English suburb, a young woman and her boyfriend disappear after partying 

at the massive country estate of a new college friend. One year later, a writer moves into a cottage on the 

edge of the woods that border the same estate. Known locally as the Dark Place, the dense forest is the 

writer's favorite area for long walks and it's on one such walk that she stumbles upon a mysterious note 

that simply reads, "DIG HERE." Could this be a clue towards what has happened to the missing young 

couple? And what exactly is buried in this haunted ground? With her signature "rich, dark, and intricately 

twisted" (Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author) prose, Lisa Jewell has crafted a dazzling work of suspense that 

will keep on the edge of your seat until the final page."-- Provided by publisher. 

19 Yellow Moon Road - Fern Michaels 

"Maggie Spritzer's nose for a story doesn't just make her a top-notch newspaper editor, it also tells her 

when to go the extra mile for a friend. When she gets a strange message from her journalism pal, Gabby 

Richardson, Maggie knows her services are needed. Gabby has become involved with The Haven, a 

commune that promises to guide its members toward a more spiritually fulfilling life. But Gabby's 

enthusiasm has turned to distrust ever since she was refused permission to leave the compound to visit 

her sick mother. Maggie wants to learn more about The Haven, and the Sisterhood is eager to help. It 

turns out The Haven's founders are the sons of a disgraced Chicago businessmen in prison for running a 

Ponzi scheme. They also have connections to a Miami billionaire with dubious sidelines. Soon, the 

Sisterhood gang embark on a search--and uncover a web of crime that runs deeper and higher than they ever imagined. 

And they'll need all their special skills to bring it down." 

 



Questland - Carrie Vaughn 

"Literature professor Dr. Addie Cox is living a happy, if sheltered, life in her ivory tower when Harris Lang, 

the famously eccentric billionaire tech genius, offers her an unusual job. He wants her to guide a 

mercenary strike team sent to infiltrate his island retreat off the northwest coast of the United States. 

Addie is puzzled by her role on the mission until she understands what Lang has built: Insula Mirabilis, an 

isolated resort where tourists will one day pay big bucks for a convincing, high-tech-powered fantasy-

world experience, complete with dragons, unicorns, and, yes, magic. Unfortunately, one of the island's 

employees has gone rogue and activated an invisible force shield that has cut off all outside 

communication. A Coast Guard cutter attempting to pass through the shield has been destroyed. 

Suspicion rests on Dominic Brand, the project's head designer-- and Addie Cox's ex-boyfriend. Lang has tasked Addie 

and the mercenary team with taking back control of the island at any cost. But Addie is wrestling demons of her own--and 

not the fantastical kind. Now, she must navigate the deadly traps of Insula Mirabilis as well as her own past trauma. And 

no d20, however lucky, can help Addie make this saving throw." 

The Reading List - Sara Nisha Adams 

"An unforgettable and heartwarming debut about how a chance encounter with a list of library books 

helps forge an unlikely friendship between two very different people in a London suburb. Widower 

Mukesh lives a quiet life in Wembley, in West London after losing his beloved wife. He shops every 

Wednesday, goes to Temple, and worries about his granddaughter, Priya, who hides in her room reading 

while he spends his evenings watching nature documentaries. Aleisha is a bright but anxious teenager 

working at the local library for the summer when she discovers a crumpled-up piece of paper in the back 

of To Kill a Mockingbird. It's a list of novels that she's never heard of before. Intrigued, and a little bored 

with her slow job at the checkout desk, she impulsively decides to read every book on the list, one after 

the other. As each story gives up its magic, the books transport Aleisha from the painful realities she's facing at home. 

When Mukesh arrives at the library, desperate to forge a connection with his bookworm granddaughter, Aleisha passes 

along the reading list...hoping that it will be a lifeline for him too. Slowly, the shared books create a connection between 

two lonely souls, as fiction helps them escape their grief and everyday troubles and find joy again." 

A Slow Fire Burning - Paula Hawkins 

"When a young man is found gruesomely murdered in a London houseboat, it triggers questions about 

three women who knew him. Laura is the troubled one-night-stand last seen in the victim's home. Carla is 

his grief-stricken aunt, already mourning the recent death of yet another family member. And Miriam is the 

nosy neighbor clearly keeping secrets from the police. Three women with separate connections to the 

victim. Three women who are, for different reasons, simmering with resentment." 

 

The Thursday Murder Club - Richard Osman 

"In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet weekly in the Jigsaw Room to discuss 

unsolved crimes; together they call themselves The Thursday Murder Club. There's Red Ron, the 

infamous former socialist firebrand, still causing trouble; gentle Joyce, widowed, pining for another 

resident, but surely not as innocent as she seems; Ibrahim, a former therapist who understands the 

darker side of human nature; and Elizabeth? Well, no one is quite sure who she really is, but she's 

definitely not a woman to underestimate. When a local developer is found dead, the Thursday Murder 

Club suddenly find themselves in the middle of their first live case. The friends might be septuagenarians, 

but they are cleverer than most. Can our unorthodox but brilliant gang catch the killer before it’s too late?" 

Under the Whispering Door - TJ Klune 

"A Man Called Ove meets The Good Place in Under the Whispering Door, a delightful queer love story 

from TJ Klune, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea. 

When a reaper comes to collect Wallace from his own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he might be 

dead. And when Hugo, the owner of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross over, Wallace 

decides he's definitely dead. But even in death he's not ready to abandon the life he barely lived, so when 

Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about living a lifetime in seven days. Hilarious, haunting, 

and kind, Under the Whispering Door is an uplifting story about a life spent at the office and a death spent 

building a home."-- Provided by publisher. 



Yours Cheerfully - AJ Pearce 

"London, November 1941. Following the departure of the formidable Henrietta Bird from Woman's Friend 

magazine, things are looking up for Emmeline Lake as she takes on the challenge of becoming a young 

wartime advice columnist. Her relationship with boyfriend Charles (now stationed back in the UK) is 

blossoming, while Emmy's best friend Bunty, still reeling from the very worst of the Blitz, is bravely looking 

to the future. Together, the friends are determined to Make a Go of It. When the Ministry of Information 

calls on Britain's women's magazines to help recruit desperately needed female workers to the war effort, 

Emmy is thrilled to be asked to step up and help. But when she and Bunty meet a young woman who 

shows them the very real challenges that women war workers face, Emmy must tackle a life-changing 

dilemma between doing her duty and standing by her friends. Every bit as funny, heartwarming, and touching as Dear 

Mrs. Bird, Yours Cheerfully is a celebration of friendship-a testament to the strength of women and the importance of 

lifting each other up, even in the most challenging times."-- Provided by publisher. 


